Canvas
As e-Learning is working diligently to get content transferred from Blackboard to Canvas for Fall 2020, we wanted to let you know a few tips for a successful conversion to Canvas.

- Check out the Canvas Conversion and Clean-up website! It includes important tutorials and tip sheets.
- Rubrics do not transfer from Blackboard to Canvas.
  - Canvas does have a rubric tool, but you will need to recreate your rubrics in Canvas.
  - If you need assistance with this, please contact your instructional designer.
- Canvas Coaching sessions continue!
  - Sessions in May – You do not need to sign up to attend.
  - Sessions in June and July, please sign up to attend by completing the survey.
- Bye-Bye Blackboard: Faculty access to Blackboard ends June 5th!

Access for All
Launching May 18th in Canvas, all faculty will be enrolled in the “Access for All” course. The course includes information from the “Universal Design for Learning” course that launched in Blackboard for all faculty in 2017, but with updated information and tutorials. “Access for All” is designed to help faculty know the ins and outs of creating course content that is accessible for students of all abilities.